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COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE AGENDA – April 17, 2018
1) Curbside Recycling Collection
Attachment: WasteDive April 2, 2018 article: ISRI: No “panacea” on import restrictions
– what China wants is more complicated.
At the March, 2018 Committee of the Whole meeting, staff brought to the City Council
the status of progress made in negotiations with Advanced Disposal (the current provider,
since 2013) for a contract extension. The current contract expiration is June 30, 2018.
Direction of the Committee of the Whole was to continue negotiations for a contract with
“neutral” terms; i.e. no cost increase beyond what the current contract provides. In
addition, Staff would work on updating the 2011/2012 RFP so that if there was an
inability to negotiate “neutral” conditions, then the Requests for Proposals would be
prepared and ready to be issued to solicit pricing for a new multi-year curbside recycling
collection contract. (The RFPs have been updated.)
To summarize the current status:
• The current 2018 residential cost per month for curbside recycling collection is
$3.91, included within the monthly utility (refuse) billing.
• The current contract, approved in 2012, provided for an annual 3% to 5% price
increase, based on Consumer Price Index (CPI) for the previous year.
• The current negotiations between City staff and Advanced Disposal staff has
resulted in a proposal for a 3-year contract extension at $4.50 per residential home
per month (first year).
Comparison of current contract terms to proposed contract terms:

To June 30, 2018

July 1, 2018-June 30, 2019
July 1, 2019-June 30, 2020
July 1, 2020-June 30, 2021

Current Contract
$3.91
At 3% CPI
$4.02
$4.14
$4.26

At 5% CPI
$4.11
$4.32
$4.54

Proposed Contract
-At 3% CPI
At 5% CPI
st
$4.50 (1 year)
$4.64
$4.73
$4.77
$4.96

The comparable price is about a $0.40-$0.50 per month per home increase in costs in
2018-2019, and for each of the following years.
There are several pieces of information to share with the Committee:
•

With the current contract and future contracts, Advanced Disposal reserves the
right to negotiate additional rate adjustments with the City based on unexpected
expense increases such as change in law, significant fuel increase, etc.

•

•

•
•

•

•

Per information received from the Solid Waste Agency of Northern Cook County
(SWANCC), the previous contract for recycling only curbside collection services
was at approximately $4.00 per month in 2015. It is expected that service
proposals sought in 2018 would see pricing at the $4.00-$4.75 per home per
month range.
If the City is generally satisfied with the services that have been provided by
Advanced Disposal during the past 5 ½ years, there is a value to be had by a
retention of an incumbent contractor that knows the City and would be expected
to provide a continuation of high-quality, reliable service. In 2012, the City
changes curbside recycling vendors to reduce costs by $0.04 per home per month.
With the transition taking place in January, there was a considerable learning
curve and many delays in servicing homes during the first several months.
Staff has prepared updates to the 2011/2012 Curbside Recycling collection
Requests for Proposals, to make them 2018-ready for distribution if so directed.
Staff has separated out the operational issue of refuse waste swapping that was
initiated in July, 2016. This is an informal agreement between the City,
SWANCC, and Advanced Disposal that a cost to be incurred by the City would
not impact curbside recycling costs, regardless of the contractor.
The market for recycling materials has changed and dropped significantly during
the past decade. Most recycled products offer little monetary value to the
collection service. This is why rebate programs have stagnated, have been
reduced, or have been terminated. Given the current market situation, it is difficult
to determine if a short-term contract or a long-term contract for recycling
collection is the best option for the City (please see attachment).
If the City Council proceeds with Advanced Disposal, would the full cost increase
in curbside recycling services be seen directly to residents on their monthly utility
bills? Would the Refuse Fund be considered to absorb any of the $.50 per month
cost?

Tish Powell, Advanced Disposal Municipal Marketing Manager, will be in attendance at
this Committee of the Whole meeting to field questions from the City Council.
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2) Discussion Regarding the Disposition of the Vacant City-Owned Property At
Riverwalk – Southeast Corner of Kirchoff and Owl.

Background:
The Wellington Riverwalk Development is located at the southeast corner of Kirchoff
and Owl. The original development was to include the construction of a total of four
buildings. Designated Lot 2 (that Staff refers to as Lot 4), the remaining vacant lot of
slightly over an acre, was to be developed with a three-story retail/residential building
over an underground parking garage similar to the existing building along Kirchoff Road.
The building was to include 12,800 sq. ft. of commercial on the first floor with a total of
thirty dwelling units on the second and third floors. The development was also to include
senior housing subsidized in part by the City in the four-story residential building to the
rear of the lot. Neither the last building nor the senior subsidized housing ever
materialized. The last lot is still owned by the City.
The proportionate value of designated Lot 2 based on the 2003 purchase price of the
entire property was $954,750. Since that time, there have been four appraisals on the
property: 09/11/2009 = $940,000; 02/17/2010 = $700,000; 05/13/2013 = $425,000; and
12/12/2017 = $575,000
A Tax Increment Financing (TIF) district was created in December of 2002 for the
redevelopment of this property (all of Riverwalk). Because future TIF revenue projects
were based on the development of the property with four buildings, the TIF district has
been running in the negative (the General Fund supports this Fund in the CAFR). As has
been mentioned during City budget discussions, this TIF is expected to be positive
towards the end of its term (approximately FY 2023 if nothing changes).
As of the end of December 2017 the debt (general obligation bonds) taken out on this TIF
has been paid off. Now with no debt payments and the old developer not having rights to
the property, the City Attorney who deals with our TIF’s and other developments now
stated the City is fine to sell the property if it would like too. However, any proceeds
must be deposited into the TIF Fund (making it positive quicker). The Funds derived by
a sale cannot be utilized for any other operations than in the TIF District.
Staff Comments & Thoughts:
1) Does the Council want the property to stay “Green Space?”
2) If the City Council wants to sell the property (approximately 1.07 acre parcel),
Staff asks for approval to utilize a professional firm. The TIF Fund and any
proceeds from an eventual sale can pay for this service.

3) However, what does the Council want this property to be marketed as or do you
care?
4) If the Council wants to proceed, Staff also asks for a portion of the corner where
we have the sign posts be carved out because these posts have been very good for
advertising community events. Unless whoever purchases the property places a
sign for us or some other way to market community events.
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3) Discussion Regarding the Disposition of the Vacant City-Owned Property On
Algonquin Road (around 2400 West Algonquin Road).
Background:
The property, which the City owns, is basically rectangular-shaped, level interior site that
has approximately 81.21 feet frontage on the south side of Algonquin Road and a depth
of approximately 300 feet. The majority of the property is undeveloped land with a
portion consisting of asphalt pavement (portion of the parking lot that the closed bank
utilized). The current zoning for the property is C-2, General Commercial Service
District.
From a 2012 appraisal the 0.551 acre parcel is valued at $250,000. Recently, another
appraisal was conducted and at the Tuesday Committee-of-the-Whole meeting the results
will be discussed.
Just for historical purposes, from Ordinance 08-28 as approved on July 8, 2008, the City
paid $270,000 for the twenty feet west of the City’s original property line from 2701
Algonquin Road, at that time owned by Poplar Creek Community Bank. The property
was purchased to help the lot expand so “Fire Station# 17” could be constructed as
discussed at that time.

Staff Comments & Thoughts:
1) Does the City Council want the property to stay “Green Space?”
2) If the City Council wants to sell the property (0.551 acre parcel), Staff asks for
approval to utilize a professional firm.
3) Also, recently an agent for Keller Williams did contact the City Manager and was
informed that this property would be discussed and he was advised about the 2012
appraisal.
4) If the property is to be sold, what does the City Council want this property to be
marketed as or do you care?
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4) Bidding and Proposals, Change Orders, and Construction Contract
Management
•
•

City Engineer Memorandum, dated April 17, 2018
Euclid Avenue Bike Path Information

At recent City Council meetings there has been discussion related to Staff’s handling of
project bidding, securing proposals, change orders, construction project management,
etc. To this end, the following information is provided, including a PowerPoint
presentation, to ensure that Staff is functioning in congruence with the City Council’s
expectations. Below is a brief explanation of each topic, along with a brief narrative or
example, if needed.
Bidding – When is bidding required?
1. Public bids are required for:
a. Construction projects estimated to exceed $20,000;
b. Equipment purchase estimated to exceed $20,000;
c. Service contracts (i.e. janitorial, landscaping) in excess of
$20,000.
* Note, on occasion projects or capital purchases exceeding $20,000, are recommended
for approval without utilizing a public bid. Reasons for this include:
•

Single Source – Limited number of vendors in the vicinity, operational
standardization, or the technology (or portions of it) are proprietary.
• Project Familiarity – A vendor or contractor has a unique or distinctive
knowledge of City operations, equipment, product, or knowledge of site
conditions, rendering secondary price quotes imbalanced. Pursuing a bid
process in these scenarios is not a productive use of staff time, and
misuses resources, knowing that the bid process will be rendered
valueless.
• Staff Resources – Preparing bid documentation is very labor-intensive. It
requires a significant amount of staff time, even for the most basic
projects. Because of this, Staff pursues joint bidding opportunities
wherever available, like many other municipalities to leverage economies
of scale on openly bid products and services, without the investment of
time and money needed to prepare bid documents, advertisements, hold
bid openings, contract review, etc. Examples of joint bid opportunities
leveraged by staff include:
o NWMC - Suburban Purchasing (i.e. vehicles, pavement marking,
etc.)
o Municipal Partnering Initiative (i.e. concrete sidewalk, curb and
gutter, sewer pipe lining, etc.)

o State of Illinois Joint Purchasing Coop – (i.e. road salt,
commodities)
o Houston Galveston Purchase Coop (Police/Fire vehicles and
specialty equipment)
o National Joint Purchasing Alliance (NJPA) – (i.e. vehicles, large
and small equipment, etc.
Proposals – When and how many are required?
2. Proposals are required for:
a. Construction projects with an estimated value between $10,000 and
$20,000;
b. Equipment purchases with an estimated value between $10,000 and
$20,000;
c. Services contracts (pest control, generator maintenance) with an
estimated value between $10,000 and $20,000.
* In almost all cases, Staff pursues no less than three (3) proposals for any work subject
to a proposal process (under $20,000). Staff works diligently to try to secure the best
price possible for the equipment and services recommended to the City Council, so no
less than three (3) proposals are typically pursued. However, on occasion, projects less
than $20,000, are recommended for approval with less three (3) proposals. While
reasons vary, typical reasons include:
•

•

Limited Source – Similar to bidding, staff typically only pursues proposals
from vendors or contractors who are qualified and will be seriously
considered. When there are limited qualified vendors or contractors in
the vicinity, operational standardization, or if technology is proprietary,
staff will only bring to the Council those proposals that are seriously
considered and/or are comparably qualified.
Infrastructure Emergencies or Major Vehicle Repairs – In all cases, staff
seeks three (3) proposals when the estimated costs exceed $10,000. In
regard to projects that are not expected to exceed $10,000, three (3)
proposals are still pursued initially, but one (1) or two (2) proposals can
be deemed acceptable for reasons such as; limited interest, nonresponsiveness, and especially time sensitiveness, etc.

Proposals – How does staff secure professional design services?
3. This item has been added as a result of some recent conversations
referring to “bidding” of engineering services. The Brooks Act (Title 40,
Chapter 11) and the Illinois Compiled Statutes (50 ILCS/510) forbid public
entities from “bidding out” professional services (engineering,
architectural, and land surveying). For future discussions, it is strongly
recommended that the use of this term when referring to professional
services be restricted. The more appropriate term utilized when securing

the services of a design profession would be “seeking requests for
proposals” or “seeking requests for qualifications”.
Staff currently utilizes a nationally recognized method, endorsed by the
State of Illinois, when selecting design professionals. This method is
known as Qualification Based Selection or “QBS”. This process involves
the independent review of several firm’s Statements of Qualifications, by
no less than four (4) key staff members. The ratings are based on
multiple categories such as; experience, references, background, content,
etc.
Once each staff member completes their review, the scores are compiled,
a professional is selected, and an actual contract is negotiated based on
the scope of services proposed. This process is being utilized this year
for a water main replacement project and the professional service to
update the City’s Comprehensive Plan.
As a result of the significant time required for this process, staff limits the
QBS process to major projects unrelated to the road project, projects
consisting of any federal or state funding (where engineering rates are
regulated) or grant related project with which the City Engineer is already
extensively involved. As a result of staff’s close working relationship with
the City Engineer, competitively priced proposals usually cannot be
obtained on smaller projects, as the City Engineer generally has close
prior working knowledge, data, and project understanding for these
projects. This scenario would be true regardless of the firm that
maintained the City Engineer position.

* Change Orders and Project Management are addressed under the City Engineer
attachment.

COW Presentation – April 17, 2018 - Christopher B. Burke Eng., Ltd.
Contract Changes (Change Orders)
On major projects, there are primarily two categories of “change orders” utilized. These are represented
below, as Contract Adjustments and Contract Change Orders. Under each category are examples of the
types of changes that are typical along with an explanation of when they would be provided to City Council
for approval.

a. Contract Adjustments
i. Definition – An adjustment to the awarded contract line item quantities, in accordance with
the specifications and provisions included in the original awarded contract that adds to or
deducts from the awarded contract cost.
ii. Example – Pavement Marking Contract
ITEM

UNIT

AWARDED

AWARDED

PRICE

QUANTITY

COST

SQ FT

$ 10.00

380.0

THERMOPLASTIC MARKING - LINE 4"

FOOT

$ 1.00

78000400

THERMOPLASTIC MARKING - LINE 6"

FOOT

78000650

THERMOPLASTIC MARKING - LINE 24"

FOOT

ITEM DESCRIPTION

UNIT

78000100

THERMOPLASTIC MARKING SYMBOLS

78000200

NUMBER

AWARDED CONTRACT COST

FINAL QUANTITY

FINAL COST

$ 3,800.00

364.0

$ 3,640.00

15,000.0

$ 15,000.00

14,920.0

$ 14,920.00

$ 2.00

7,500.0

$ 15,000.00

7,282.0

$ 14,564.00

$ 7.00

600.0

$ 4,200.00

1107.0

7,749.00

$ 38,000.00

FINAL CONTRACT
COST

In this example, the actual measured in place, final, agreed to quantities for the contract
line items, resulted in a net increase to the awarded contract cost of $ 2,873.00. A final
balancing authorization would be issued to adjust the contract from the awarded
quantities to the final quantities prior to final payment and closeout.

City Comment: This item would not have required City Council for approval. This would be
approved administratively because the overage was minor in nature, and is typical of most of the
projects staff completes on an annual basis.

$ 40,873.00

Actual City of Rolling Meadows Project Application - Case I: The Squibb Avenue Extension Project
awarded line item quantities vs. final line item quantities for subgrade stability improvements.
ITEM
NUMBER
20201200
20700220
21001000

ITEM DESCRIPTION
REMOVAL AND DISPOSAL OF UNSUITABLE
MATERIAL
POROUS GRANULAR EMBANKMENT
GEOTECHNICAL FABRIC FOR GROUND
STABILIZATION

UNIT

AWARDED

AWARDED

FINAL

PRICE

QUANTITY

COST

QUANTITY

CY

$ 27.00

1146.00

$ 30,942.00

852.48

$ 23,016.96

CY

$ 25.00

492.00

$ 12,300.00

77.70

$ 1,942.50

SY

$ 2.00

1,500.00

$ 3,000.00

200.00

$ 400.00

$ 46,242.00

FINAL COST

$ 25,359.46

UNIT

AWARDED COST OF SUBGRADE STABILITY IMPROVEMENTS

FINAL COST

These three awarded line items are used to address poor subgrade conditions prior to the
placement of the proposed aggregate and HMA pavement section. Because the proposed
roadway subgrade conditions are unknown and can be highly variable when developing
quantities, these line item quantities are estimated. The Engineer’s estimated quantity was
arrived at by assuming 30% of the proposed roadway would require subgrade repairs to a depth
of 12 inches. This conservative assumption is based on existing pavement failure modes, existing
surface drainage patterns, pavement/subgrade core sampling, and experience learned from
projects of similar scope. The actual conditions encountered in the field during the construction
of the improvements were found to be significantly better than anticipated, and therefore did not
warrant the use of the total awarded quantities for these line items. The contract adjustment for
these line items resulted in a net deduction of $ 20,882.54.
Actual City of Rolling Meadows Project Application - Case II: The Arlingdale Reconstruction project from
the summer of 2017 illustrates a contract adjustment. The lowest responsive and qualified bid proposal
resulted in an awarded contract cost substantially lower than the City’s budgeted amount based on the
Engineer’s Estimated Construction Cost; $ 760K vs. $542K.
Because of the favorable bid pricing, the City elected to
adjust awarded contract quantities to extend the project
limits to include a portion of Highland Drive adjusting the
contract cost to $ 702K. For reference, the exhibit to the
right shows the original project limits in orange and the
additional adjusted contract limits in green.
City Comment: This is a significant change to the awarded
contract price, and therefore, requires City Council approval.

b. Contract Change Orders
i. Two types; Agreed Unit Price (AUP) and Force Account (Time and Material – T&M)
ii. Definitions
1. Agreed Unit Price (AUP) – a formal directive issued to the Contractor that amends the
originally awarded contract, in order to address contingencies affecting the completion
of the awarded contract, including alterations to the scope of work, differing site
conditions, design changes, and changes to specifications or special provisions. The line
items included in this change order are quantified by the City (Engineer) and their unit
prices are submitted by the Contractor and agreed upon prior to approval and
commencement of the work.
2. Force Account (T&M) – When unit prices cannot be agreed upon, or the work
performed was deemed necessary for safety, time sensitivity, or for conditions
encountered that result in additional work efforts beyond the scope of the standard
specifications, the time spent by the Contractor’s labor and equipment force and the
amount of materials spent completing the work are documented and invoiced following
IDOT Construction Memorandum 08-09 policy guidelines.
iii. Examples
1. AUP – A storm sewer manhole is required to be reconstructed as part of a storm sewer
improvement project. Upon removal of the existing frame and exposing the structure
it is determined that the existing condition of the structure warrants full removal and
replacement with a 4’ diameter precast concrete storm manhole. The awarded
contract did not include a line item for the removal of the existing manhole or for the
4’ diameter storm manhole to replace it. The following is an example of an AUP
Change Order:
ITEM NUMBER

ITEM DESCRIPTION

UNIT

UNIT PRICE

QUANTITY

COST

60257900

MANHOLES TO BE RECONSTRUCTED

EACH

$ 1,500.00

(1.0)

$ (1,500.00)

AUP 001

DRAINAGE STRUCTURE TO BE REMOVED

EACH

$ 400.00

1.0

$ 400.00

AUP 002

MANHOLES, TYPE A, 4'-DIAMETER, TYPE

EACH

$ 3,600.00

1.0

$ 3,600.00

CHANGE ORDER COST

$ 2,500.00

In this example, the additional line items required to perform the work were quantified
by the City (Engineer), and the line item unit prices submitted by the Contractor were
agreed upon. In the example, this Change Order resulted in a net increase of
$2,500.00.
City Comment: This would not come to the City Council. This item (and others like it) would be tracked
throughout the life of a project. Only when it is apparent that there is an overage eminent would the item
be brought to the City Council for consideration.
2. Force Account – During excavation for the installation of a new fire hydrant on an
existing water main, an existing “tee” connection is exposed that is feeding a section
of water main that has been previously abandoned and capped. Leaving a capped
“tee” on a live water main is not desirable, so the Engineer notifies the City’s Public
Works Department, and it is decided that the “tee” should be removed and the section
of watermain replaced. The City (Engineer) and the Contractor’s Superintendent elect
to perform the work on a T&M basis in order to avoid delay and expedite progress.
The Engineer documents the labor and equipment used in the performance of the
work, as well as the amount of materials used to complete the work as directed by the
City. These documented hours and materials are agreed to in the field, and the
Contractor submits an invoice, at a later date, that includes certified payroll, material
bill of lading, and equipment rates matching the documented hours agreed to in the
field at the time of the T&M work.
iv. Actual City of Rolling Meadows Project Application:
1. AUP – On Squibb Avenue Extension Project, the awarded contract line items called for
an 8” diameter water main, however, based on subsequent private developer revisions
after Squibb Avenue plans were complete, a 12” diameter water main was called for.
The City (Engineer) requested unit prices for 12” diameter water main and all
associated line items.

The Engineer reviewed the Contractor’s unit prices and

recommended approval to the City. The increase from an 8” diameter to 12” diameter
water main on Squibb Avenue resulted in a net increase of $ 2,150.

2. Force Account – On the Squibb Avenue Extension Project, a 5’ diameter manhole at
the intersection with Apollo Drive was proposed to improve a known “blind
connection’s” accessibility, however upon excavation, it was determined that the
contractor who had originally constructed the blind connection had placed a
significant quantity of “bank poured” concrete around the connection preventing
installation at the proposed location. The 5’ diameter manhole was moved 8 ft. to the
west along the existing storm sewer line. The work effort for excavation and backfilling
the original location was paid for on a T&M basis for $ 2,268.36.
City Comment: These would not require City Council approval. Neither example would warrant stopping
and risking incurring the potential penalties associated with the project delays, which would far exceed
overages on most line item contracts.
2. Construction Engineering & Project Management
a. Bid Opening & Tabulation
b. Contract Award Recommendation
c. Preconstruction Meeting
i. Communicate City’s expectations with Contractor
ii. Obtain 24-hour emergency contact information from Contractor and all subcontractors
iii. Determine start date and establish progress meeting times and locations
iv. Discuss any special project considerations
d. Utility Coordination
e. Scheduling of Quality Assurance (QA) Material Testing
f.

Resident and Business Notification (Coordinated with RMPW Staff)

g. Inspection for conformance with contract specifications
h. Measurement and Documentation
i. As-built record drawings
ii. Material documentation
i.

Reconcile Contractor invoicing discrepancies
i. Squibb Avenue Extension Case - Engineer resolved significant discrepancies in final
quantities with the Contractor saving the City approximately $ 24,000. The Engineer’s
supporting documentation substantiated the City’s claim that the Contractor’s quantities

exceeded the amount actually performed. Full time, on-site construction Engineering
Services performed by the Resident Engineer allow for accurate accounting and
documentation of quantities and materials incorporated into public infrastructure projects.
j.

Contract Adjustments and Change Orders

k. Process Pay Estimates
l.

Final Project Closeout Procedures
i. Punch list inspection
ii. Period of establishment for landscaping acceptance
iii. Closeout documentation submittals

Euclid Avenue Bike Path Information
In response to questions asked at the April 10, 2018, City Council meeting about the
proposed Euclid Avenue bike path (Rohlwing Road to Salt Creek) staff indicated that
approximately $100,000 had been expended to date. The following information is
provided for clarification:
•
•

•
•

We have utilized $102,000 of federal money on Phase 1 and Phase 2 engineering,
to date. If the City chooses to abandon this project, these funds would be in need
to being paid back to IDOT.
In January, 2017, Rolling Meadows and Arlington Heights approved an
Intergovernmental Agreement for Phase 2, Phase 3 Engineering, AND
Construction costs. We would owe Arlington Heights back 50% of the $25,000
local share of Phase 1 and Phase 2 Engineering costs, already paid, if we did not
proceed with project construction in 2018.
The City cost of construction, and construction engineering, is expected to be
about $75,000.
Costs to acquire property to build the project were appraised at $54,000; cost
participation on this matter is still to be determined.

It appears that it would cost the City as much, or more, to back out of the project now,
than to proceed with the project. The City would also be reneging on an agreement /
commitment with a neighboring municipality.
Even more important, the City risks the possibility of not receiving favorable
consideration for any future grant funding on projects from IDOT and other state
agencies – past experience shows that agencies do pay attention.
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5) Backyard Chickens in Rolling Meadows

I’ve brought up this topic before with no success but the composition of the council has changed since
the last time. With the introduction of backyard beekeeping last year, we witnessed residents engage in
a hobby that contributes positively to the environment with no problems. Similarly I would suggest that
allowing backyard chickens will allow residents who wish to raise them the freedom to do so.
Since my last write-up the issue of backyard chickens has been raised in several additional suburbs. In
over half of the cases I investigated online, backyard chickens were ultimately allowed. In a follow-up
article in the Tribune, it was noted that after a drawn-out debate in Evanston only eight permits were
issued the following year. Reflecting on the issue, I realize there are passionate people on both sides.
The benefits of raising chickens are well known: Fresh organic eggs. Free (and potent) fertilizer. Garden
pest control/ lawn aeration during free range hours. Table scrap disposal system.
The most common arguments against having chickens are:
1. Chickens attract predators.
2. Chicken (and their waste) smell bad.
3. Chickens are noisy.
4. Chickens carry or could carry and transmit diseases.
I will address these issues one by one.
1. Crafting a law allowing chickens would allow us to ensure that the chicken coops (the enclosure they
are kept in) are varmint-proof and wouldn’t be susceptible to attacks by hawks, raccoons, skunks,
possums, or coyotes. To be fair, residents who own small dogs and cats have been aware that their pets
are now considered fair game by these same predators. I don’t think anyone would believe that chickens
would be an exception so they shouldn’t be treated any differently.
2. While large amounts of chicken waste (commonly referred to as “poop”) smells to high heaven, again,
by crafting our ordinance to limit possession to 4 hens, the quantities of the offending material would
not accumulate quickly enough to emit odors outside of the chicken coop.
3. Roosters are certainly noisy, especially at the break of dawn. However, hens are not. Hens coo and
cluck, but again, with four, the volume will not be able to reach anywhere near that of, say, a dog
barking incessantly.
4. In the past decade, fowl have been targeted as a source of disease due to some well-publicized
epidemics that started in areas that warehouse tens of thousands of animals and by extension offer a
much more severe threat of transmitting disease due to sheer numbers. In addition, the feed additives
used by commercial chicken operations include lots of antibiotics which weakens their immune systems,
leaving them much more susceptible to disease than well-tended backyard birds.

Regarding the response of some suburbs to limit the ability to keep chickens to lot size, it seems unfair
to me that only people who have lots of an acre or more in size are privileged to enjoy and benefit from
raising chickens. If accepted, my proposal will scale down the number of chickens to scale up the
number of participants and scale down any of the unpleasant byproducts (if you know what I mean).
After surveying the handful of suburbs that allow backyard chickens I would propose a law including the
following:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Allow up to 4 hens, prohibiting possession of roosters.
Chickens shall be in an enclosure or fenced area at all times.
5FT side/back yard setbacks for coops/ henhouses.
Henhouses shall be maintained in a neat and clean manner.
Similar to backyard beehives, permit would be required with a nominal fee, more to keep track
of the number and locations than anything else.

With this law in place I will volunteer to provide a report at the one year mark as I did with backyard
beekeeping.

